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On’ November !3, t989, IBM and Microsoft ar~nounced a joint statement ot direction which
enables customers, software vendors and developers to plan for advanced personal corn.~uting

plattorrns.

This announcement describes various hardware and software platforms to recognize the

varying requirements of the end user.

Another important feature of the announcement is ~hat fact that there wilt be one "way" to do
the work - there will be a graphical user interlace that will be consistent across the various
platforms. This minimizes training and support expenses, and reduces confusion ~n the mar-
ketplace as to which ptatform to buy products or to develop software,

This statement of direction is the result of a joint planning short with Microsoft. Within IBM, it
took into consideration the results of various internal task forces which solicited field input and
technical assessment of various product strategies and requirements.

A staternentof direction is an indication that, although some product features may not be avanl-
able today, those announced today will be made available at some point in the future.

This anneuncement represents a joint operating systems positioning by IBM and Microsoft. and
we are confident that we have established the "right platform lot today and tomorrow".

For additional copies:

IBM internal users." Please send your request via PROFS: RHQVMO1(PS2tNFO).
-- ask for

Others: Order thro~ your IBM Marketing RepresentativellBM Authorized Dealer

or
Send your request on your company letterhead to:

IBM
PSI2 Software Marketing
Dept. 61U . ¯

White Plains, NY. 10601
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Statement of Direction

Basic information

o Result of joint planning with Microsoft Corporation

¯ Result of internal task forces,, soliciting field input and technical assess-
ment of various product strategies and requirements

° Offerings affected:

-- DOS

-- Windows

- OS12 Standard Edition and Extended Edition

- LAN (Local Area Network) Server and LAN Manager

¯ Allows a consistent graphical user interface offering for PS/2 product line

(80286 and above)

¯ Protect customer investment in IBM hardware and software

¯ Statement of direction allows planning for tomorrow while making neces-
sary product transitions and decisions today

LOTUS
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Statement of Direction

Key Messages

Plat~orm for the "90%"

OS12 and Presentation Ma,nager graphical user interface

-- 32-bit hardware systems with:

o 3861486 microprocessors
¯ 4 megabytes of system memory
¯ 60 megabyte fixed disk drives

-- 16-bit hardware systems with:

° 286t386SX microprocessors
¯ 3 megabytes of system memory
° 30 megabyte fixed disk drives

- Windows graphical user interface

-- Hardware systems with:

¯ 2861386 microprocessors
o 1-2 megabytes of system memory
¯ Jess than 30 megabyte fixed disk drives

IBM’s LAN Server and Microsoft’s LAN Manager will be converged into
identical products which will exploit 386 and i486 functions

OS!2 Exter~ded Edition functions will be available to all OS12 users

LOTUS
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’ Statement of Direction

Key Messages (continued)

¯ Majority of IBM and Microsoft application and systems development
resources will be applied to OS/2 solutions

¯ Beginning in second half of t990, all IBM and Microsoft applications wil!
be made available first on OS/2 Presentation Manager

¯ Software vendors who are starting new high performance or server appli-
cations targeted toward 386SX/4Mb or larger systems should use the
32-bif[ version of 0S/2

- Acquisilion of new hardware systems should be planned to exploit capa-
bilities of 0S/2

¯ OS/2 is the recommended operating system environment for new or
existing 286/386 systems with 3Mb or more of memory.

LOTUS
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¯ Statement of Direction

D(~S and WINDOWS
Basic Facts

¯ DOS

- Entry level: 512Kb of memory, diskette

¯ DOS ! Windows

-- Recommended for 80286/80386 systems with 1-2Mb of memory, less
than 30Mb of fixed disk

-- Allows the user to run existing DOS or Windows applications

Entry graphical workstation

-- Enables multi-application support

-- Provides function for basic LAN client

-- Not intended to be used as server

-- Future releases will not contain advanced OS/2 features like:

-- full distributed processing

-- support for 32-bit flat memory model

-- threads

-- long file names

N HPFS (High Performance File System)

e~t~nded attributes

LOTUS-
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I Statement of Direction

¯ i 0St2 (16 and 32-Bit)

t Basic Facts

¯ OS/2 (16-bit (80286) and 32-bit (80386, i486) architectures)

Minimum configuration: 3Mb of memory, 30 Mb of fixed disk

- Commitment to continue to expand range of OS/2 capable systems

-- First step: memory in DOS "compatibility box" (approximately

512Kb) will be usable by OS/2 applications when DOS is inactive

¯ Function’to be available 4Q89

-- Concerted effort to enable OS/2 for 2Mb entry systems as a
minimum entry point

- 4Mb systems will allow customers to take full advantage of:

-- High Performance File System (HPFS)

-- Expanded LAN client features

-- Advanced applications

- Recommended for server applications

LOTUS
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¯Statement of Direction

¯ 0S/2 (32-Bit)
Basic Facts

¯ OS/2 (32-bit 80386/80486 architecture)

New version in 1990

-- Minimum configuration: 4Mb of memory, 60 Mb of fixed disk

Exploits capabilities of 386/i486 microprocessor (OS/2 1.2 exploits
only the 286 microprocessor and does not take advantage of the
386/i486 instruction set which addresses a larger memory space)

-- Offers upward compatibility for applications written with today’s Pres-
entation Manager applications

- Offers ability to execute multiple DOS applications concurrently

- Allow applications to exploit 32-bit flat memory model

- Further enhancements for server requirements

-- IBM and Microsoft will provide a common OS12 development toolkit
product (pre-release version available by year-end 1989)

-- Future 32-bit versions wilt offer:

-- Department of Defense security features

-- Full object-oriented capabilities

-- Intent to develop a system that is portable, along with applications,
to-other instruction sets such as RISC (Reduced Instruction Set
Computing) platforms

LOTUS
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Statement of Direction

Local Area Network and OS/2 Packaging

Local Area Network

Converge two products

-- IBM LAN Server

-- Microsoft LAN Manager

-- Designed to run under base Operating System in both Client and
Server Configurations (like LAN Manager today)

Enhance converged product to exploit 386/486 functions

OSI2 Extended Edition functions available to all OS12 users including full
participation in IBM’s System Applications Architecture (SAA):

- Database Manager

- Communications Manager

- LAN Requestor and Server

LOTUS
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DOS and OS12 Operating Systems

Product Positioning

(Entry Points)

286 286

8086 386SX 386SX 386

386 386

DASD < 30MB 30MB + 60MB +

MEMORY 512KB 1-2MB 3MB + 4MB +

OP ERATING DOS DOS / OS/2 OS12 32-B IT

SYSTEM WINDOWS

The decision to target a given system (hardware) to a particular operating
system (software) is generally driven by the type of work to be done on that
system and the environment the system operates under. Generally, higher
performance systems are purchased for users (or groups of users) expected
to run applications in an enterprise or corporate-wide settings, multiple con-
current applications, client server (networked) applications, and compute-
intensive applications such as CADICAM and desktop publishing.

,
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Why OS127

~’oday’s Application Environment

OS/2 provides the environment and tools to handle:

Multiple, related applications running concurrently (i.e. multitasking) such as:

Mail
Calendar
Data bases
Spreadsheets
Decision support

A powerful, intuitive user interface (Presentation Manager)

-- Consistent interface across applications

Data as a corporate asset

-- Single application files - shared between applications.
-- Single user database - shared among users
-- Files shared among users
-- Access to workgroup data for calendars, documents, etc.
-- Access to corporate data not on the desktop

-- For consolidation
-- For consistency

Diverse communications requirements

-- Ability to run various protocols concurrently (i.e.. SNA. asynchronous communi-
cations)

-- Supports various connection types concurrently (i.e., direct connection, remote.
local area network)
Full range of connectivity support (i.e., 3270 (coax), Token Ring, Ethernet)

-- MultiL~. :~.ntegrated terminal emulators (i.e., 3270, 5250, VT100)

Rellabil~J~

-- Necessary for line-of-business, mission critical applications
-- Necessary for users dependent on workplace tools

Ease of application development

-- To build complex modern applications
-- To verify reliability of applications
-- With tools, build applications in a shorter time frame with various skill levels

9
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Why OS/2?                       °

0S/2 User Benefits/Applications

¯ User benefits

- consistency of "look and feel" across applications

- freedom from memory constraints

- running several applications at the same time

- extensive graphics usage

- diverse communicationstnetworking requirements

- broad data-exchange capabilities

¯ Typical applications range

- accounting

- hurrah resources

- relational data base ~

- CAD

-- desktop publishing

-- misslon-critical applications

-- real-time, time-critical events

-- update intensive

-- involve many users

-- include distributed functions

LOTUS
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Why Windows?

Provides a consistent, graphical interface for entry systems

Provides an easy way to upgrade DOS users to the graphical environ-
ment

Provides an environment where multiple, graphical applications
"communicate" with each other

Provides access to shared resources and services:

data base servers
-- mail servers

3270 host connectivity

Contains a large base of available applications

- 600 applications shipping today

LOTUS
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OSJ2 and Windows Positioning

The debate over the value of a graphical user interface i~ over. The ~ssue for users and soft-
ware developers alike is nO longer if, but when, to make the move to the graphical environ-
ment, and how to manage the transition from the old world of character-based applications_

Many factors precipitated this change: the increasing power and video capabilities of standard
PC hardware; the push toward more feature-laden applications, which simultaneously must be
easier to learn; and the growing use of PC’s for explicitly graphical tasks, such as publishing,
CAD, and business presentations.

Finally, but not least, Microsoft Windows and OS/2 Presentation Manager, have established the
SAA inter~ace {Common User Access-CUA) as the PC standard, and it is rapidly becoming the
most familiar user interface in the world.

For most businesses, the advantages of a common user interface for all of their applications -
and in some cases, across systems -- is sufficient to justify replacing old familiar programs
with a new generation of softw.are,

And the best is yet to come: twenty-eight of the top thirty software developers are writing
applications for OS/2 Presentation Manager; and two of every three new PC applications are
being written for OS/2 PM or Windows.

0Si2 - The platform tot the 9O’s

OS12 is evolving rapidly. OS12 1.2 offers a more powerful user shelt as well as the High Per-
formance File System, and improved DOS SUpport. With OS/2 memory requirements getting
smaller and DOS compatibility increasing, OS/2 becomes the preferred operating system for
286 and higher systems with 3 megabytes of system memory and 30MB or higher fixed disk
drives today, IBM and Microsoft are making a concerted effort to enable OS12 for 2MB
systems. For 386 systems with 3 megabytes of system memory, there shou{d be no choice but
OS12.

Several major PM applications were shipping by year-end 1989, including Microsoft Excel,
Aldus PageMaker, Micrografx Designer, and Describe Inc.’s Describe, as wetl as hundreds of
character-based applications including IBM DlsplayWrite 5t2, LOTUS 1-2-3 3.0, information
Builders PC Focus, Microsoft Word and WordPerfect 5.0. Every major apptic~ttions category
will be supported under Presentation Manager over time. (See Appendlx C for a list of 05/2 PM
applications).

More importantl~t~even among the early applications, many are taking advantage of
OS/2-speciflc feaiures to provlde functionality beyond what is possible on DOS and Windows.
PageMaker uses OSt2 threads to increase performance, allowing users to load a large docu-
ment while editing another. There is no hourglass (an indicator that Presentation Manager
pops up to signal that the system is busy) in PageMaker, either. The user interface remains
active -- responsive to the user - even when another task Is running. The use of threads
allowed Aldus to make the user interface extremely responsive to the user. While OS12 carries
forward DOS user conventions to facilitate the transition, OS12 is a new operating system from
the ground up, intended to replace DOS and serve as the platform for a new class of applica-
tions. OS/2 also enables a high degree of applications integration on the workstation, and via
the ~etwork.

LOTUS
12
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Windows Enhances DOS.

The success of Microsoft Windows oyer the past two years indicates that many users want a
simple, tow-cOst entry point that provides a graphical interface - without burning their bridges
to the tamiHar DOS world: Windows provides a bridge to OS/2 for new and installed 80286 and
80386 systems with 1-2 megabytes of memor~y or systems with less than 30 megabytes of fi×e~
disk.

Windows and OSt2 may look a lot alike, but Windows is still a DOS-based system, and inherits
many of the limitations of DOS. Windows, for example, retains the DOG FAT file system. The
new High Performance File System gives OS/2 the edge in file system response time; plus
offers support to large drive partitions, and usability features such as long file names and
extended attributes.

Windows is essentially a OOS extender for Windows applications, allowing them to access
memory beyond 640K while still running on DOS. Windows will be the catalyst to move large
numbers of new and installed PC’s to the graphical user interface, and as such, enhances DOS
with a graphical user interface. Applications are available for Windows today and more are
under development. (See Appendix C for a list of Windows applications).

Windows will continue to be optimized for 1-2 megabyte systems. Future enhancements will
include access to protect mode memory for applications, improvements to the visual interface
and shell that will look like OS12 for consistency, and enhanced support for networks.

Customers have a choice

Windows presents customers with a choice: to move directly from DOS to OS12, or to migrate
some or all of their systems to OS/2 via a Windows transition. This determination depends on
the hardware configuration and application requirements of the bustomer using the system.

Customers making key decisions today should consider the following:

System: If the system is 286 or a 386SX or 386-based, with at least 3ME! memory and 30MB
DASD or higher, the decision should be simple: OS/2. Clearly customers making decisions
today should consider the long term technical performance benefits of 386 architecture and
invest in an operating system which will fully exploit it.

O~f2 is aimed at more powerful machines: larger 286, 386 and 486 PC’s where users
require a hjgl~ performance, multitasking graphical workstation.

Windows Is targeted at the low end: the Installed base and new users who purchase 286
and 386 machines (with %2 MB of memory or less than 30Mb fixed disk).

Applications: Most customers are making decisions based on purchased applications. In the
applications section of this newsletter, is a list of available Windows and 0S/2 applications.
Most customers will want to develop their mission critical applications under 0St2.

Today, Windows and 0S/2 offer similar functionality in key areas, such as the graphical user
interface and DDE linking. Over time, the differentiation between Windows and 0S/2 will
l~ecome more pronounced as 0S/2 is enhanced for high-end hardware and applications take
advantage of 0St2 specific features.

13
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0SI2 Leaps Beyond DOS

Where Windows is optimized to work well within l-2Mb, OS/2 is optimized for performance and
functionality. Although OS/2 offers compatibility with DOS applications, and a nearly identical
command syntax, it iS not based on DOS or constrained by DOS 110. OS12 enables new kinds
of applications which fully exploit the hardware and the network, OSI2 features such advan-
tages as distributed processing, High performance File Syste~n (HPFS), threads and files with
long file names.

An entry O,%/2 configuration requires 3Mb o| memory. Working within this higher minimum
memory requirement as compared to Windows, the role of OSI2 is to provide a platforrr~ for.
new kinds of high performance, high reliability applications, which exploit the power of the
286/386/486 platform and advance the strategic utility of corporate networks.

Where OSl2 Shines                                                --

The earliest examples of the unique kinds of applications which OSt2 makes possible can be
broken into three broad categories: advanced network servers (I_AN Manager and LAN Server)
and server applications (such as SQL Server and OS12 Extended Edition); high performance
dedicated graphics workstations for CAD or publishing; and corporate development efforts for
"mission critical" applications or process control. Saros FileShare is a good example of the
kind of workgroup applications enabled by LAN Manager and OS/2.

The converged OS/2 LAN Manager and LAN Server uses OS/2 protected mode multitasking
and large memory support to excel as a high performance network operating system. It also
derives the greatest immediate benefit from the faster response time of the High Performance
File System- Most significantly, it can function a,s an applications server, running the network
and simultaneously supporting multiuser back-end applications - such as SQL Server - for
front-end DOS, Windows or OS/2 clients.

For dedicated graphics workstations, 0812 provides very high system throughput and Sophisti-
cated graphics processing capabilities that translate directly into greater productivity for the
user. PageMaker’s use of threads not only allow it to provide an instantaneously responsive
user interface, but also to run time-consuming tasks, such as assembly of documents from a
word processor or autoflowing, in the background. An OS/2 based editorial system from CText
inc. is being installed this year at the Chicago Tribune, which also chose OS/2 because of its
multitasking a~,.good response time. CAD programs such as AutoCAD and VersaCAD are also
being extensively rewritten to provide new features and better processing under OS/2. PM’s
advanced featmes such as presentation fonts {which can be blown up to arbitrary point sizes),

t and ability to do transformations (tweak and rotate entire coordinate systems or fonts), paths
and clipping, give developers a much richer set of graphics functions than exist in either
Windows or on the Macintosh. OSt2’s more sophisticated metafiles also enable drawing and
presentat!on packages to share high complex graphical images.

Finally, OSt2 is being applied to a wide range of corporate applications that require large
memory, pre-emptive multitasking, an integrated graphical user interface, and communication
links to IBM large systems. American Airlines is using OS/2 for its inventory management
decision support system. Ford is building its automotive diagnostic system on O$12 and PM:
and companies such as TRW Technar and Ralston-Purina are building factory floor process
control systems using OSI2. A major Ne~~;ial services firm is converting all of its

LOTUS
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trading workstations from Windrows to OS/2 because of OS12"s superior performance for multi-
tasking applications, and it’s greater protection against data corruption and system crashes.
Travelers Insurance is developing a network management system using PM; and Delta Airlines
has implemented a mailbag sorting system based on OSi2. The iist of companies that have
adopted OS/2 early to bui!~ unique solutions (Fireman’s Fund, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch:
Amoco, Kentucky Fried Chicken) is growing rapidly.

Many of OSt2 strengths - pre-emptive multitasking, multithreaded architecture, hardware
invisible to the end user. But they are criticalenforced protection between applications - are

to building the kind of communications-oriented applications these customers require. On net-
works, OSt2 wil! be necessary for network management, remote processing, and for peer and
distributed services. Again, OS/2 enables new kinds of applications.

Features that set OS/2 apart include:

Threads

The real advantage of threads is system throughput, more than the appg.rent utility to the end
user of multiple simultaneous tasks within a single application.

Under Windows, DOS controls the file system, basic file management, and 1/O. DOS limits the
system throughput. OS/2 however, can overlap operations (keyboard/mouse and CPU, disk
and CPU) -- resulting in better performance for the user and more efficient use of memory. All
of the recent reviews of OS12 PM PageMaker attest to the enormous performance and produc-
tivity gains afforded by the use of threads in an applications otherwise undifferentiated from its
Windows version.

Threads also allow the system to respond quickly to asynchronous events - critical for com-
municatton-s (3270) and server applications.

Beffer development ent, ironment

* Simpler due to larger address space and more memory.

OS12 extends this advantage in its 32-bit release for the 386, where applications will
have access to a 32-bit wide flat address space. This means applications can have
access to up to 4GB of memory and are free from the restrictions of a segmented archi-
tecture {Le. having to break applications up into less than 64k chunks.)

* System pro~_ es more information about program bugs, and constrains program misbe-
havior.    "

, SAA and the portability of applications across system architectures (PS/2, AS/400, 370)

,, Asynchronous notification and support for priorities simplifies communications and control
applications.

IBM & Microsoft recommend that ell corporaffons starting mission critical PC development
work write for OS/2, as it is a better programming er~vironment and the strategic platform for
the long term.

0OlS57
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The Future

With the 386/486 release of 0SI2 next’year, the case for OS/2 gets stronger. The following fea-
tures will afford users significantly better performance, high reliability, greater ease of use and
functionality.

¯ Support for multiple simultaneous DOS session; and protection for the rest of the system
from DOS application failures

o The flat memory model and 32-bit APfs (application programming interfaces) will offer
much better performance and simplify the development of new applications.

¯ Demand paging improves the performance of all applications (including 16-bit and DOS
applications) and offers more efficient use of system memory.

¯ Increased system limits (threads, processes, pipes, file attributes, open files)

Windows and 0S/2 will resemble each other over time with regard to the user interface. Some
features introduced in OS/2 may eventually be migrated to Windows, as minimum memory
requirements allow. To facilitate the transition to OS/2, IBM and Microsoft are fully committed
to providing customers and ISVs with tools to help migrate from Windows applications to OSf2
applications-

Other features which enhance OSt2 functionality include:

¯ Object oriented enhancements and programming support

¯ Support for advanced hardware architectures, and multiprocessor systems

¯ Better system security

, Distributed processing

It should be no~ed that some of the above functions will be available only in the 32-bit version
of OSf2.

Managing the Transition

Sooner or tat~r you will be using 0812.

It makes sen~tllat for most organizations the transition will be gradual. Irt many cases. OS/2
will be phase~ln with new hardware purchases. Corporations should identify applications
andlor specific groups of users which stand to benefit from OSI2, and begin implementation
where the return Is most immediate. In some instances, theee applications will be executive
information systems providing graphic representations of daily sales information to corporate
officers; in other situations it will be the clerical support staff who most need multitasking and
the ability to produce high-quality outpuL

Since OSI2 is the strategic platform for the long term, we recommend to companies developing
their own applications in-house, Mat they begin developing now for OSt2. However. Windows
sfieuld be considered an entry vehicle that provides a upgrade path to the OS/2 system.

LOTUS
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IBM and Microsof~ strongly encourages all organizations to standardize on 386-based
machines, with at least 2, and ideally, 4M-bytes of memory installed. For most companies the
cost of buying the memory up front ~.s substantially less than retrofitting the hardware later.
The b~nefit of the 386 is ,not only increased processing speed, but the ability to run 386-specific
software over the life of the machine. Moreover, experience has shown that the cost of
investing in a graphical user interface is more than offset over time by reduced training and
support costs.

OS/2 will be introduced into many organizations as the network server, previding database and
other back-end application services to DOS, DOS/Windows and eventually, OSf2 client work-
stations. In this way, the network serves as a toot for migrating to OSI2, and for integrating
DOStWindows and OS!2 workstations.

The right solution is to acquire an operating system which will fuily exploit the hardware tech-
nology. The choice is OS/2.

!

!
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Graphical User Interface

~lasic ViewslFacts

o "]they’re the wave of the future"

o "Everybody needs one - or maybe a lot of us don’t"

¯ "..is far from being universally accepted, but is still the core of a great
idea"

Definition - "a user interface that runs in a computer’s graphics mode"

Source: PC Magazi.e - September 12. 1989
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Graphical User Interface

Basic ViewslFacts

¯ Exploits bitmapped displays, offering true WYSlWYG screen represen-
tation of printed output

¯ is a graphically oriented interface, making extensive use of icons

¯ Has good screen aesthetics, looks good and a pleasure to work with

¯ Allows direct manipulation of screen elements

¯ Embraces the object-action paradigm

o Offers standard expected elements to provide consistency (menus,
window elements and dialog controls)

Source: PC Magazine- September 12, t989

20



Graphical User Interface

Additional Requirements

¯ Strong set of user-interface controls and tools to build applications

° Provide consistency across p}atforms and applications

Ease of use and visual appeal, ease of installation and configuration,
enjoyability

Productivity (WYSIWYG) - information via graphics

Flexibility - support for keyboard and mouse as well as peripherals

User customization and personalization

LOTUS
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System Application Architecture (SAA)

Goals

o Increased programmer and end-user productivity

o Enhanced ease of use and support by providing consistency acrossappli-
cations

¯ improved communications capability and usability for enterprise-wide
solutions

o Increased return on customers’ information systems investment via
greater leverage of programmer resources and user experience

Operating System/2 meets the above goals

Source: IBM Systems journal - Volume 27, No. 3, 1988

LOTUS
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System Application Architecture (SAA)

Components

o Common User Access (CUA)

-- End-user Interface

-- controls how the system, including the applications, interacts with
a person at a terminal                               " -

¯ Common Communications Support

-- interconnect protocols

-- deals with how systems work together to accomplish a job

¯ Common Programming Interface

-- Applications enabling                         -,

-- specifies how a programmer is to write and attach a new applica-
tion to IBM’s family of SAA systems

I Operating Systeml2 features all of the above components

Source: IBM Systems Journal - Volume 27, No. 3, !988
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OSt2 Version 1.2

Highlights

IBM has announced OSt2 Standard Edition V1.2 and Extended Edition VL2. These announce-
ments bring some exciting new functions and features to end users and to a!~tication devel*
opers. OSf2 Standard Edition V1.2 is available now.

Both OS!2 Standard Edition V1.2 and OS/2 Extended Edition Vl.2 contain the followin~
enhancements:

¯ ONLINE COMMAND REFERENCE ..............

available as an online electronic book.

- contains table of contents, topic pages, index

search facility for specific words or phrases

-- facility to establish electronic bookmarks

-- to easily return to a section that is used frequently

user can cut sections from the book and paste them to a file
(to make a personalized abbreviated reference document)

o OS/2 INFORMATION PRESENTATION FACILITY

-- assists application developer~ in designing help panels

contains built-in function to service end-user help requests

-- panels can be developed by someone other than a programmer

- used by Dialog Manager and Presentation Manager

- panels and application code can be combined Into the total application

¯ NEW INTERFACE FOR FILE MANAGER

- allows theuser to display files as icons instead of file name lists                            ~

DOS or ~ programs can be started by selecting an input file from the file list and
"dragg~tt to an icon of the program                                                _=

- files can be moved, copied, and printed by using a mouse to "drag" an Icon of a file and       ~
"drop" it on an icon of a disk drive or the Print Manager                                   =

- search capability allows search of file names/properties using "wild cards"                   --

LOTUS



¯ NEW INTERFACE FOR DESKTOP MAHAGER

-- icon display for programs or group titles

- user can choose to display more than one group of progran~s

- programs can be moved, copied or added to a program group by selection from the File
Manager or Desktop Manager using the "drag" and "drop" technique

NEW INTERFACE FOR PRINT MANAGER

- allows user to manage print requests

- can direct print output to a specific print queue

-- user can configure printers/plotters and queues from the Print Manager instead of using
the Control Panel

DIALOG MANAGER

productivity aid to assist application developers in managing input I output between
their applications and the end user

- packaged with IB~M OS!2 Proorammin(~ Toql~ a.nd Information V..1 2

- allows efficient implementation of application dialogs that take advantage of Presenta-
tion Manager facilities

HIGH PERFORMANCE FILE SYSTEM (optional)

manages large disk media in a fast and consistent manner

- supports DASD with as many as 16 partitions

- handles partitions as large as 2 glgabytes

- less performance sensitive as file sizes and/or directories get very large

- works with files that have either traditlonal file names or long file names

NEW PRINTER DEVICE DRIVERS

- all device drivers delivered with OS/2 V1.1 (either with the product or with its device
support supplement) will be packaged as separate media and shipped with the Vl.2
base operating system.

- the follo~Frtg drivers are available with 0SI2 V1.2:

-- a Po~-rfpt device driver to allow applications to output PostScript to the IBM Per-
serial Page Printer II Models 4216-30, 31, and other printers with PostScript output
capabi~ities

-- an Epson device driver that supports devices compatible with the Epson FXS0
(9 wire) and the LQ1500 (24 wire) series of wire matrix printers

- a generic Printer Control Language device driver that supports printers compatible with
the Hewlett Packard LaserJet and LaserJet I! series of printers will be available
Januat~y 31, 1990
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PRESENTATION MANAGER ENHANCEMENTS

Presentation Manager programs may now be written in IBM FORTRANt2 and IBM
COE~OL!2 as well as the previously announced IBM C/2 !.! and tBM Macro Assembterl2

~akes full advantage of OS12 Information Presentation Facility (described above)

SYSTEM EOITOR

executes as a windowed Presentation Manager application

IBM DOS COMPATIBILITY

additional memory will available for DOS applications in OS12 V.I.2 compared to the
same environment In OSt2 V.1.t

-- DOS programs can be started directly from the Desktop Manager or the File Manager

DUAL BOOT
allows the user to boot either OS/2 or DOS from the same fixed disk drive for systems
configured with the FiDe Allocation Table (FAT) file system

RELIABtLfl’Y, AVAILABILITY AND SERVICEABILITY

-- improvements in collection, logging and reporting of detailed information should a
system error occur

DEVICE INDEPENDENCE

display and mouse device drivers rewritten for OS/2 V.!.2 to facilitate attachment of
additional devices not normally supported

OS12 Extended Edition V1.2 contains the following enhancements:

INSTALLATION ENHANCEMENTS

all components of 0S12 Extended Edition v1.2 (OSI2 Standard Edition, Communications
Manager, Database Manager, and the LAN Requester) use a common installation
process

-- allows the ability to tailor the install process for other users

-- prov)_.des more flexibility in the’cholce, of functions to be installed or disregarded

BASIC CONFIGURATION SERVICES

- enhances the ease of Installing Communications Manager

- intended to assist an end user who does not have the support of a systems adminis-
trator to install the program and have it running in a number of communications envi-
ronments

LOTUS
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BATCH CONFIGURATION SUPPORT

designed to assist a systems ~dminIstrator supervising the installation of many similar
end users, such as-members of a department or multiple branch offices,

-- first, establish an individual prototype configuration file that Is representative of the
user set

-- then create a file that contains the essential differences between individual end
users

-- finally, build a configuration file for each user, and the resulting file for subsequent
instatlationa

IBM PROCEDURES LANGUAGE 2JREXX

allows the use of IBM Procedures Language 2/REXX in three ways:

-- to write command procedures and macros for OS12 programs

-- to write programs with imbedded SQL statements to access data stored in the Data-
base Manager

-- to write programs that call the Query Manager Callable Interface

LAN REQUESTER ENHANCEMENTS

-- requires the IBM OS/2 LAN Server 1,2

-- uses the same User Profile Management (UPM) used by other components of IBM OS/2
Extended Edition Vl.2

-- the same User ID and password can access resources controlled by both the Data-
base Manager and the OS~’2 tAN Server Vt2

-- when logged on to 0812 LAN Server V1.2, the LAN Requester can operate with two addi-
tional LAN protocols:

-- Ethernet DIX V2.0

-- IEEE 802.3

-- supports several new categories of API’s and additional calls to LAN API’s for:

-- LAN lnterprocess communications

-- netw~k management

-- network messaging

-- shared resource management

-- security

-- network services

LOTUS
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¯ COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER ENHANCEMENTS
allow OS12 EE applications to access host applications using LU type 0

-- programming language support for interfaces include C12, COBOL/2, Pascall2, and

Macro Assembler/2

links supported are X.25, Toker~Ring Network, SDLC, and PC Network, either directly to
a host or through an OSI2 EE SNA gateway

-- Ethernet support via DIX 2.0 or 1EEE 802.3

provides SNA gateway that supports up to 254 devices

-- LU(O-3), LU 6,2, X.25

- additional 3270 enhancements (host print, host graphics and PM support)

- asynchronous enhancements {718 bit and additional modems)

DATABASE MANAGER ENHANCEMENTS

-- supports X,25 connectivity

-- supports download of data from De!2 and SQIJDS

-- provides ability to specify automatic table creation and automatic import of data at time
command is issued

Presentation Manager support for Query Manager

-- Remote Data Services (RDS) support for local area networks

- additional admlnlstrattve services and languages (COBOL/2, FORTRANI2)

additional SQL data integrity

With these enhancements, OS/2V1.2 and the OSt2 LAN Server V1.2 support your customers’
total processing and communications environment. They are capable of supporting your
customers’ needs today and their growth for tomorrow.

LOTUS
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OS/2 LAN Server Version 1.2

Highlights

IBM OS/2 Local Area Network (LAN) Server Version 1,2 provides significant enhancements
over previous IBM server products which aitow users to share computer resources such as
files, application programs, modems and printers over local area networks (LANs).

o Basic Facts

ser"¢ers provide the user with network resources just as tf they were a physical part of
the user’s own workstation

-- supports both DOS and OS12 users

runs on 4- or 16-megabit Token-Ring LAN, the IBM PC Network, or on Ethernet DIX
Version 2,0 or IEEE 802.3 LAN

-- Single Systems Image concept (IBM-unique)

-- resources of multiple servers, on the same or multiple LANs can be managed by a
single administrator and accessed by any authorized user

0St2 LAN Server Version 1.2 includes the DOS I_AN Requester and LAN Support Program
with the following enhancements:

requesters allow individual workstations to access the server on a local area network

-- the OS12 I_AN Requester is included in the OS/2 Extended Edition operating system

the DOS requester was (until now) a separate program

-- muittpte DOS workstations can access the server at a dramalic cost savings to the
customer

-- in systems with extended or expanded memory, the DOS LAN Requester will allow
25-35K more space for applications in a DOS 4.0 environment (10-20K more space in
a DOS 3.3 environment)

- LAN Support Program Version 1.t Is an interface between the LAN adapter card and the
DOS LAN Re~ester

-- tncl~ in the OS/2 LAN Server Version 1.2 package for use with the DOS LAN

LOTUS
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o OS/2 LAN Server Version !.2 performance Advantages

with the High Performance File’System capabilities of OSt2 Extended Edition 1 2, server
performance is enhanced, particularly tot random operations such as queries

the number of open files allowed for a single server is now 8,000. up from 255 for the

0S/2 LAN Server Version 1.0

-- this increase removes bottlenecks on LANS with multiple users simultaneously
accessing many files.

¯ User Profile Management
permits workstation users to togon to both the OS/2 LAN Server Version 1.2 and the
OS/2 Extended Edition Version 1.2 Database Manager with a single user ID and pass-

word

-- the combination of remote relational database access for retrieving information, along
with server power to access applications, devices and other resources on the LAN, offer
users new levels of efficiency and flexibility

- File Replication Service
-- allows critical files to be replicated from a server to the same server’s tixed disk, or

another OS/2 server or requester on an user-defined time-interval basis for file pro-

tection and data integrity
-- critical personnel documents could be replicated and be available on a back-up

server should the primary server fail

-- control information describing the LAN server configuration may be backed up to
another workstation to ensure network availability

¯ Other OSf2 LAN Server Version 1.2 Enhancements
a substantial Increase in new application programming inteHace (API) categories, as
welt as additional LAN API calls already announced

-- gives the programmer a simplified method for creating applications involving:
network management, network messaging, shared resource management, LAN
lnterprocess communications, security and network services.

-- Enhanc-ei:t Access Control allows increased granularity in defining resource access for

user or g~’oups of users

o Migration Utility

Domain Control Database Migration Utility

-- assists with the migration of Information regarding LAN users and resource access
to OSI2 LAN Server Version 1.2 from IBM PC LAN Program Version t.3 and IBM

OSt2 LAN Server Version

LOTUS
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OS/2 Development Tools

Overview

This positions several of the OS!2 Presentation Manager Development Tools available on the
market today.

This guide contains abstracts of seven PM Development tools in a summary fashion and ,
attempts to position each in terms of the related skill level required to use the tool. The cover
page displays the packages in relation to the required skill level, in ALL cases, you must use
the 0S/2 Programming Tools and Information Version 1.2.

Each product listed contains the following information:

A Product Overview
What User Group the software is targeted for
Channels of Distribution - i.e., store, direct sales, etc.
Price of the Product
Education available for the product
Support Available for the product
What type o1 marketing programs the vendor does - if known
What type of deliverable are available - if known
References it available
Vendor Contact Information

For more information on OS/2 Presentation Manager Development Tools consult the Fall. 1989
issue of "IBM Personal Developer," and the October 6, 1989 FTN videotape on OS12 Develop-
ment Tools for PM.

Also included is a copy of the "Microsoft Application Guide Shipping Update: Tools" which lists
other OS/2 and PM application development tools including contact information.

~ and ~ are IBM products and are the only products reviewed in
this sect|on which are sold and supporte.d by IBM. As an 1BM-logoed product, !~asel for OS/~
E~E and ial~Mana~ler_ do comply with SAA standards. Although ether products are being
reviewed het~. ~ there is no implied or stated relationship between these vendors and IBM. We
have tried to represent these products as fairly as possible. The intent of this information is to
provide a initla[source of Information for available PM development tools. Dialo~ Manaq~r_ is
included tn t~e OS]2 Programming Tools and Information Version 1.2 and is not sold as a sepa-
rate product.

.......... CON~DE~f~rTI~/:7IL--°IBIT=’- ~7~ ~ ~7~421 --
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OS/2 Development Tools
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OS/2 Development Tools

Object Oriented Programming Systems

(OOPS)

Before listing each of the software programs one must understand about Objected Oriented
Programming and the benefits that customers can achieve by its use.                  ,

Object Oriented Programming Systems (OOPS) L~ becoming the new standard in programming
for 0S/2 and is heavily used in PM development tools.

OOPS has different me-~ii~ to ~h~-~nd ~usb-r~ a~d to th~ programmer: --

To "13re End User:, it is the ability to relate to the object one sees on the display, and make
an action as a result. It is a real world representation which allows the user to understand
and interact with the associated action. An example: to discard a file from the system, you
would move it from the directory and place it on the icon that resembles a trash bin.

To The Programme~ An object isa collection of data, rules, interfaces, and code that once
defined, allow for faster, more productive programming and systems documentation. Once
defined, this object oriented program then can be accessed and replicated by others for a
tremendous increase in productl~ty and cost savings in systems design and programming.

For a better understanding of OOPS, please refer to the articles that ~ppear in the "In Depth"
section of Byte Magazine, titled "Objected-Oriented Programming", March, 1989.
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Os/2 Development Tools

Easel for OSt2 Extended Edition

Overview: Thts IBM Iogoed product is a full featured presentation Manager Devel-
opment toolkit. It contains specific support for tt~e creation of SAA/CUA
coniorming interfaces as well as extensive graphical and communi-
cations capability. It is capable of serving both as a production appli-
cation builder and a rapid protot-?ping environment.

The primary components o! EASEL for OS/2 EE are its language com-
piler and associated runtime environment, Programs written in the
EASEL for OSf2 EE language are compiled and then interpreted by the
runtime environments-
Using the LayouttCUAt~ design tool and the code generator provided in
the toolkit, developers can interactively create CUA applications in a
What.You_See_ls.What=You.Get (WYSIWIG) environment.

User Group: Programmers

Channels o! t31st: IBM

Price;
Development System $7200.00

Runtime System 295.00

Additional licenses 170.00

Education: Available from Interactive Images for SE and Customers

Support:. IBM - IBMLink, Equal

Marketing Programs: Demo diskettes available on HLF ASC’s and some branches have live
code

Dellverables: Presentation Guide
Product Brochure
Demonstration Dlskette

Reference=: "~-- Equitable Life Insurance
Continental Bank of North America
Amoco
REJIS

Additional Into: Participated in the October 6, 1989 OS/2 Tools
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OS12 Development Tools

Applications Manager (AM)

Overview: High level software development toot for writing CUA applications that
will run under PM. AM applications integrate with the communications
and database service of 0S12 lEE. The AM software package consists
of the AM Development System, and the AM Oetivery System.

AM provides a high level integration architecture for writing applica-
tions which access the three key software components in 0S12: PM,
Database Manager, and Communications Manager.

AM is a structured, interactive programming tool. It uses tree form text
for logic description and has a PM based menu and command driven
approach, combining programmer productivity, documentation and
systems integration features,

User Group: End Users * Limited
Programmers

Channels o! Dist: Vendor

Prlce:

Development System $5000.00
Delivery System 250.00
Evaluator 95,00

Education: Available from vendor as well as third party

Support: Available from the vendor

Marketing Programs: Planned demo distribution
FTN Participation

Dellverables: Brochure
Press Kit
$95.00 Evaluator Copy

AddttlonaF.l~l~e.= Presented in tt~e October 6, 1989 OS/2 Tools FTN
,’~" Intelligent Environments
._ One Village Square

Chelmsford, MA 018:24
(508) 256-6412

00 577
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OS/2 Development Tools

Case:PM

Overview:            CASE:PM is a complete development environment that permits the pro-
grammer to control the PM application development process - from
application prototyping and program generation to quick look and
testing.

From within the Case:PM environment, the developer can access the
OSI2 Programming Tools and Information. Icon Editor, Font Editor.
Dialog Editor, and up to 12 other user-configurabte PM development
tools. Developers can also define the parameters that control the com-
pilers, linkers, and the program make utility. These parameters are
also saved in the Application file, making it easy to modify the graph-
ical user interface and application development parameters if the
program is later changed or regenerated-

Case:PM includes a powerful Program Processor and Knowledge Base
to generate expert-level C code of the prototyped graphical user inter-
face. The C code generated includes all the files necessary for a PM
program.

User Group:          Programmers with a knowledge of C.

Channel of Dlst:       Direct from the Vendor, Dealers

Price:               $995.00

Education:           Comes with tutorial
Support=             Available from the vendor. Both voice and electronic support are

available.

Deiiverables:         Brochures

Additional Info:       CASEWORKS
1 Dunwoody Park Suite 130
Atlanta, GA. 30338
(404) 399-6236

IBH 751023B9~3



’ OSt2 Development Tools

Dialog Manager

Overview:. A NEW tool for developing 0S/2 applications included in the 0S/2 Pro-
gramming Tools and Information Version 1.2, Dialog Manager simpli-
fies and speeds up programming by:

o Controlling the dialog between the user and the applica.tion

¯ Displaying panels and messages

¯ Storing and maintaining variables that are used by panels and pro-
grams

¯ Automatically managing help requests for the application. Dialog
Manager implements the 8AA Dialog Interface which defines ele-
ments that are consistent across the SAA Environments

User Group: Programmers

Channels of Dist: Software Dealers, IBM

Price: Included in the 0S/2 Programming Tools and information Version 1.2 -
$650.00

Education: Available from IBM

Support: IBM - IBMLink, Equal

Deliverables: Brochure
Dialog Manager Reference, Dialog Tag Language Guide and Refer-
ence, Dialog Manager and Dialog Tag Language Reference Summary

Addllional Into: HONE Announcement Letter dated May 16, 1989 (289-219)
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OS/2 Development Tools

SmalltalkJV PM

Overview:            Digitatk’s SmalltatklV PM is a complete Object Orle~ted Programming
System (OOPS) for OS12 PM to ~id those looking to develop user inten-
sive applications as wetl as those looking for a fast, efficient proto-
typing and development environment. SmalltalklV PM is a complete
personal environment for OOPS under OS/2 PM that includes:

o Fully compiled Smalltalk code

= Dynamic Data Exchange Support

= Ability to call any DLL routine

User Group: Programmers

Channels o| Dist~ Dealers

Price: $499.95

Education:
Available from Digitaik, Inc. as well as third party companies.

Support:
Telephone and Electronic Bulletin Board

Dellverables~ Fact Sheet
Ad Reprint with Bill Gates Quote
object Oriented Programming Brochure
Tutorial and Programming Handbook

Additional |nfo: Dig!talk, Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd.
LoS Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 645-1082
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’ OSt2 Development Tools

Micro Focus COBOLI2

Overview: COBOL, a language sometimes considered outdated and unsuitable for
PC development, is the most widely used language for writing business
applications. Micro Focus COBOL/2 allows programmers to produce
full scale PM programs written entirely in COBOL.

Micro Focus COBOL J2 now includes new extensions that support,PM
programming, including recursion. The following five features, called
the "Micro Focus Systems Programming Extensions" facilitate PM pro-
gramming:

Rocurston and Local Data

- Parameters by Value

- Return Values from CALLs

o Procedure Addresses

¯ Call Conventions

These extensions are compatible with the IBM COBOL language
bindings in OSt2 Version 1.2, and the two can be used-together if
desired.

User Group: Programmers

Channels of Olst: Direct from vendor, dealers

Price:

Base Compiler $ 900.00
Developer Toolkit $ 900.00
Workbench $3290.00
(Workbench is available only from Micro Focus)

Education: Available at Micro Focus

Support: ~ .... Telephone and Electronic Bulletin Board

Brochures

Addltionai Info= Micro Focus, Inc.
2465 IE. Bayshore Road, Suite
Palo Alto, CA 94043
(800) 872-6275

LoT S
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OS/2 Development Tools

Mirrors

Overview: A set of software tools that greatly eases the task of porting Windows
applications to OS/2 PM by means of a Micrografx Windows Emulation
Library.

The Micrograf× Windows Emulation Library is a set of OS/2 PM
dynamic-link libraries which completely duplicate the function calls
used by Windows applications to interface with Windows systems ser-
vices.

Windows applications that are ported using Micrografx Mirrors auto-
matically take advantage of many features of OS/2 PM including multi-
tasking, memory access up to t6 MB, and protected mode support.

User Group: Programmers

Channels o! Dist: Vendor

Pricei UserlApplication Dependent

Education: Workshops for porting Windows applications

Support: Telephone

Deliverables: Press Release for Comdex
Brochure

Additional lnfo: Micrografx, Inc.
1303 Arapaho
Richardson, TX 7508!-2444
(214) 234-1769

LOTUS
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OSt2 Development Tools

Software Developers Assistance Program

The IE3M Developer Assistance Program provides technical information and assistance to ISV’s
to help them design and develop products for

ON-LINE OS/2 APPLICATION GUIDE - allows developers the ability to publicize their OSt2
protect mode products. This information can be accessed via the on-line Bulletin Board
Service(BBS) by using a standard PC ASYNCH modem. The communications software
should be set to 8-N-1. The telephone number of the BBS is (404)988-29f3. This BBS will

¯ also provide PC user group support including new announcements and user conferencing.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT - The IBM Personal Systems Technical Support Interface is a
program that provides technical support via IBMLink to developers registered in the
program This support is like the version available to customers using IBMLink today
(Equal for IBM SE’s).

DISCOUNTS ON SOFTWARE PRODUCTS & DOCUMENTATION - Members of the Developers
Assistance Program may order products and documentation directly from IBM through an
800 number or by mail. Members qualify for substantial discounts on selected IBM pro-
ducts that are used for development purposes.

REBATES ON HARDWARE PRODUCTS - A rebate is available directly from IBM to members
who purchased selected IBM products for development, research, training, and business
shows. A limited number of PSI2 per year may be purchased from IBM Authorized dealers
under this program.

The IBM Developer Assistance Program is for developers working on products for commercia!
release who are not already an IBM Industry Remarketer. They are eligible to participate if
they’:.

Develop products that support IBM OS12
The company is a US company or a US subsidiary

. They are currently marketing their products

: For more information, please contact IBM at the following address:

.~ IBM Corporation
~’ Developers Support
~ Interna 4605
.~. PC Box 1328
~r Boca Raton, FL 33429-1328
.~ (407) 982.6178

t
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~S/2 Productivity Aids

On-line access to a repository of not-fo~ sale OSt2:

* tools

o sample programs

o demonstrations of commercially available development tools

This new service was announced and demonstrated at Comdex Fall ’89 and wilt be available
year-end 1989. Members of the Software Developer Assistance Program wil~ be receiving a
mailing with further information soon.

On-line access is also available to download OS12 device drivers. Refer to Appendix IE for

more information.
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OS/2 Education

This lists available education courses offered for OS/2. Note that they are offered in a variety
of means (i.e., classroo~n, self-education, audio tapes).

Course Title Type Code End Technical Progr;~mmilng
User

Discovery/Education OS12 Data- OL DE013 × X
base Manager ~ntro. & Implemen-
tation

DiscoverytEducafJon OS/2 Intro. & OL DE012 X X
Implementation

Implementing OSf2 Communl- GR G3686 X
cations Manager tn the Enterprise

OSf2 Database Manager Work- CR P!009
shop

OS/2 Database Design & Coding CR P1010 X

Programming for IBM Operating CR P1011 X
SystemF2 Presentation Manager

Application Programming for the CR P1014 X
OSt2 Presentation Manager

Introduction to OS12 Presentation CR P1013 X
Manager Programming

EASEL FOR OS/2 EE CR-IBM 78179 QuaJified
ONLY Systems

Engineer

IBM PS/2 OS/2 Trends & Audio Market-
Directions Cassette ing Rep

and SE
Work-
station
Market-

Programming fdr the IBM Oper- CR 1:;1012 X

OSI2 Communktations Manager CR & Lab G3716 X
Vt2 Hands*On Workshop

0SI2 LAN ServerWorkshop CR & Lab G3713 X

Operat{ng System/2 Programming IBM-Only. 77997 X
Functions & Procedures CENET CR
OS/2 Operation & Programming CR G2569 X
I.te,a e

 158S
0S12 Hands-On Workshop IBM*Only 77518

Workshop
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Course Titie " Type Code End Technical Programming
User

lmpiementin~:j OS,’2 Extended |ElM-Only 91348, X

Edition CENET

Programming for 18M OSI2 Pres- iBM-Only 91347 X

entatton MaNage[ CENET

1989 OS/2 Seminars iBM-Onl;y 77943 X

O$12 OFFICE TRAINING iBM-Only CR 77783 X

ISENfCENET

SE: OS/2 EE AND LAN SERVER IBM ONLY 77773 X

COURSE FOR SE’S CR

OS/2 LAN Server Implementation CR G3695 X

and Administration

Implementing OSt2 Communi- CR /7181 X

cations Manager for SE’s

Implementing OS/2 Communi- CR G3686 X X

cation Manager in the Enterprise

OS12 LAN Office Systems Center IBM-Only 28123 X
Internship 3
to 4 weeks

SE: Personal Systemt2 Enterprise IBM-Only 75513 X

Communications CR
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Technical C6ordinator Satellite Education Exchange

Video Club

These are videotapes addressing various OS/2-related subjects available for purchase,

Programming to the OS12 Presentation 8gA1 $68~50 1t18 & 20,

Manager 1989

OS/2 Standard Edition for System & Applica- 88A1 $42.50 1/14/88"

tion Programmers (Part 1 of 2)

OS/2 Standard Edition For System & Apptlca- 88A2 $43.50 1;21t88

tion Programmers (Part 2 of 2)

Introduction to 0S!2 EE Database Manager & 88E1 $41,50 8/!2/88

Query Manager

Developing Database Applications wl the OS!2 88H1 .$41.50 10/5/88

Extended Edition Database Manager

OS/2 Extended Edition Communications 8811 $41.,90 10/21188

Manager Advanced Program-to-Program Com-
munications Application Program Interface
(0S12 EE CM Application API)

OS/2 Extended Edition Communicatior~ 88J1 $63.50 11/9-10188

Manager Update

Introduction to OS/2 Presentation Manager 88L1 $4t.50 12/2/88

0S/2 LAN SERVER UPDATE 88M1 $43.50 12/8/88

OPERATING SYSTEM/2 OVERVIEW 87A7 $20.00 4124/87

(STANDARD & EXTENDED EDITIONS)

OS/2 LAN SERVER UPDATE 88M 1 $43.50 12/8/88

Note: Tapes are neither IBM Products nor IBM Educational offerings. Tapes are available to
eligible organizations through VCA teletronics. To receive any video cassettes, a person must
be a regtstere.~l technical coordinator. Additional information is available through IBMLINK.
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O~/2 Reference Materials

Available by Subscription

The following publications and related material are available from IBM~ They are orderable
from the IBM Distribution Center. See your IBM marketing representative or IBM Authorized
DealerlRemarketer on how these can be ordered.

TITLE SUBSCRIPTION ORDER NO.

Personal Systems Technical System Library Sub. Service GSOF-1229

Journal (SLSS)

Personal Systems Developer Publication of IBM Devel- G362-0001-01
oper A~istance Program"

MICROSOFT Systems Journal CIRCULATION DEPART- Microsoft Systems Journal
MENT
Microsoft Systems Journal
P.O. Box 1903 (ISSN~ 0889-9932)
Marion, OH 44305

1-800-669-1002

*Note: IBM Developer Assistance Program is for developers working on products for commer-
cial release who are not already IBM Industry remarketers, For more information contact:

IBM Corporation
Developer Support
Internal Zip 4605
P.O. Box 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33429-1328
Telephone: 407-982-6178

,
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’ OS/2 Reference Materials

Available from Mechanicsburg

TITLE FORM TYPE ORDER NO.

OFFICEVIS|ONI2 License Flyer GH21-0423
Informatior~

OFFICEV|SIONt2 OS/2 Office Flyer GH21-0527
DOS Feature

Personal Systemt2 Operating Brochure G32(]-6714
System Positioning Guide

0Sf2: Operating Systeml2 Flyer G360-2833
Extended Edition V1.1

OFFICEVISION - 0St2 Office Flyer GH21-~525
Feature

CICS OSt2 License Info. Flyer SC33-0598

EASEL for OS12 Extended Summary SC38-7036
Edition Quick Ref. Guide

CICS OS12 License Info. Flyer SQ00-1152

EASEL for OS12 Extended Brochure GC38-7037
Edition General lnfo.

EASEL OSI2 Specification Flyer G221-2728
Sheet

OSt2 Poster Poster G360-2834

OS/2 Image Su~pp.o_rt Eact Flyer G22t-2661

OS/2 Image Support Fact Brochure G511-t233
Sheet

officeVislon F~mily 0S12 Brochure G520-6606
Series

Office OS/2 Family’ Brochure G,511-1219

OS12 Standard and Extended Flyer G360-2735
Edittons

CICS OS12 License informa- Flyer
lion

~ELF EDUCATION FACILITY Flyer GH12-5600
oN PERSONAL SYSTEMJ~
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TITLE ~ FORM TYPE ORDER NO.

The Design of OS/2 Paper G321-53~2

Writing an OS/2 Applicatign Paper G321-5315

Understand Device Drivers in Paper G32t-5317
OS/2

IBM Systems Journal Vol. 27 Paper G321-0090
No. 2-!988

OS/2 EE DaLabase Manager Paper G321-5313
Overview and Technical High-
lights

OS/2 Query Manager Over- Paper G32t-53t4
view & Prompted Interface

Discovery I Education OS/2: Diskettes SR20-6058
Intro and Implementation SR20-6059

SR20-5098
SR20-5099
SR20-6000
SR20-6004
SR20-6005
$R20-6006

Discovery I Education OSI2 Diskettes SR20-6007
SR20-6008
SR20-6009
SR20-6012
SR20-6013
SR20-6014
SR20-6018
SR20-6019
SR20-8020
SR20-6021

"The Customer Speaks" Videotape NFN (70 be announced via
NATBOARD)

LOTUS
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Appendix A - IBM/Microsoft Statement of Direction Ivory Letter

Note: tvory totters are formal IBM announcements and are used to inform our field force and
customers of the content of product and marketing announcements. The following ivory letter
is the formal IBM announcement of the IBM/Microsoft development partnership

Number 289-625

Date 891114

Category W_G00, WS20

Type Programming

Title STATEMENT OF DIRECTION FOR DOS, OS/2 AND LAN OFFERINGS

Abstract IBM and MicrosofP today announce a broadening of the scope of their develop-
ment partnership and have agreed to develop jointly a consistent, full range of
systems software offerings for the 1990s. These software offerings will include
enhancements to DOS, OS~’2= and local area network (LAN) products,

Overview    STATEMENT OF GENERAL DIRECTION

IBM and Microsoft today announce a broadening of the scope of their develop--
ment partnership and have agreed to develop jointly a consistent, full range of
systems software offerings for the 1990s. These software offertngs will include
enhancements to DOS, OS/2 and local area network products.

This statement of direction will help customers choose the appropriate software
solution for their requirements, and assist them in planning a smooth transition
to the advanced personal computing platforms of the 1990s. Together, IBM and
M~crosoft view the "platform for the ’9~s" as hardware systems with Inlet z 386
and i486,= microprocessors, 4 megabytes (MB) of memory and 60MB fixed disk
drives wilh OS]2 and the Presentation ManagerTM graphical user Interface.

To reaffirm this, IBM and Microsoft announce that the majority of their applica-
tion and systems development resources will be applied to OS/2 solutions.
Beginning in the second half of 1990, IBM and Microsoft plan to make their
graphical applications available first on OS/2_

Specifically, the companies jointly announce:

= The intent to deliver a version of OS/2 that exploit the advanced capabilities
of the Intel 386 and t486 microprocessors in 1990. This version will have
advanced features such as demand paging and the ability to run multiple
DOS applications concurrently, and it will allow applications to exploit the
32-blt flat memory model. Today’s emerging Presentation Manager applica-
tions will run unmodified on the new version of OSt2.

LOTUS
"Registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

¯ Registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Trademark of Intet Corporation.

r,~ Trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 0o159 
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o Availability.~)f early development support for this new OS12 version by
year-end 1989 with a common development toolkit. Software developers
starting new high 12erformance or server applications targeted toward
386SXI4MB or larger systems should build directly on ti~e advanced Apphca-
tion Pr6gramming Interfaces (APIs) of this forthcoming 32-bit version of OS12.

,, The intent to develop OSt2 32-bit technology that is portable, along with
applications, to other hardware instruction sots, for example, RISC (Reduced
Instruction Set Computing) architectures.

Today’s OS/2 1.2 is recommendm:t for systems with at least 3MB of memory and
30MB fixed disk drives. IBM and Microsoft are committed to continue to expand
the range of OS/2 capable systems. As a first step, th~ companies announce
that more than 512KB of memory used by the OS/2 "DOS Compatibility Box" will
also be usable by OS/2 applications when the DOS program is inactive. This
capability will be available this year. Both companies are making a concerted
effort to enable OS12 for 2MB entry systems, and customers should plan to use
Microsoft Windows to implement graphical applications on platforms with less
than 2MB of memory.

On systems with 4MB of memory, customers can take full advantage of advanced
system features such as the High Performance File System, expanded LAN client
features, and advanced applications. OS/2 is currently best suited for customers
using or building data base applications, needing full multi.application and back-
ground processing support, or using distributed processing solutions requiring
full LAN client support.

OS/2 is also recommended for all server applications. The new 32-bit version of
OS12 will be further enhanced for server requirements. In addition, certain
advanced operating system features such as Department of Defense security, full
object oriented capabilities, and symmetrical multi-pr~cessing will be available
only In future releases of 32-bit OS/2.

DOS and Windows are recommended for systems with 1-2MB of memory or fixed
disk drives smaller than 30MB. For these customers, Windows is an excellent
entry graphical workstation, because it is an easy installation upgrade to DOS,
allows the user to run existing DOS or Windows applications, enables limited
multi-application support and provides function for a basic LAN client. While
Windows will provide the Systems Application ArchitectureTM (SAATM) user inter-
face, it is not planned to include the full range of SAA support that OS12 will
provide.

Mtcrosoft’s position Is that Windows is not Intended to be used as a server, nor
I will future releases contain OSt2 advanced features such as distributed proc-

esslng, the 32-bit flat memory model, threads, or long file names. OS/2 is the
recommended operating system environment for new or existing 2861386
systems with 3MB or more of memory.

IBM and Microsoft believe customers with 0SI2 capable systems and software
developers with Windows applications will want to migrate to OS12. IBM and
Microsoft will provide support through tools, seminars and technical assistance
to help with the migration.                             OO1 93
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IBM and Microsoft recommend that software developers implement for the plat-
form that best meets their application system requirements. Software devel-
opers, other than those with current Windows projects under way, who plan to
implement offerings for both environments, are recommended to begin with
os/2.
tn addition to these announcements that focus on the desktop environments, IBM
and Microsoft also announce:

- The two companies will work together to ensure that the Database Man.agero
Communications Manager, and LAN Requestor and Server functions of IBM’s
OS/2 Extended Edition are available to all OS/2 users, These functions of
1BM’s OS/2 Extended Edition co_ntinue to be primary participants in IBM’s
Systems Application Architecture strategy.

o For local area networks, the two companies intend to converge IBM’s OSt2
LAN Server and Microsoft’s LAN Manager. These f.AN products will be
designed tb run on the base O,S/2 operating system in both Client and Server
configurations, as LAN Manager does today, and will exploit 38611486 func-
tions.

in summary, IBM and Microsoft are reaffirming their commitment to provide a
graphical user interface on all platforms, and significantly extending the func-
lions of 0S12 to provide a consistent systems software base for the hardware
platforms of the ’90s.

Actual plans are subject to review. Announcement of any product will be based
upon business and technical judgment; and continuing review of customer
requirements.

|
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begat ~he Apple Mac~tosh, which begat .’
Mkrosofi Winda~s, which begat Hewlett-
Packard’s NewWave. which begat Micro- For the re~t ot" us. GUIs may still be a
soft and tBM’s OSf2 Presentation Mar~ag-roarer Of some corffusion. And that’s why
er, which beg~ Sun Mic~;yst~ms’ O.penwe put this special report together--to
Look, which ~egat Open Software Foun-show y~ya what GUts have to offer ~he
dafion’s OSFlMotif Laws’uit~ were bornbusira~ u~r, what they’ll cost you (both
;dong the way, too, tag ig you’re lookingin cash and peaffor~nance penalties), and
for late-breaklng news on who’s suingw~,~re they’re headed over ~ae next couple
whom, look elsewhere; we’re tar mote in-of years. S~ce GUIs ate cropping up al/
ter~ted in the products them.~ves, over the PC industry, we’ve included

productz that ran on operating syst~ms---
I~EALrV¢ 0~I~I~D prl~,’rv Ple’rt~Es such as Uaix--~q’dch we usually wouldn’t
Despite its long aml tangled lineage, thetouch with a lO-foot pole.
GUI is still far from being tmi~ersally ac-
cepted by umrs, stitl f~t from bring a realDP~X’rI~ LI~E
marketplace standard. But soft.where inSo what is a GUI anyway7 The working
them is the �om of a gteat idea, Many ofusdefinition we’ve developed for a:~is story is
at PC Magatin¢ are fond of graphical-i~-simple: a GUI is a user int~ace that rur~
terfaceoperatingen,d,~nentsargltl~al~in a eompmer’s graphics mode. That
pllcafion p~gran~ that nm under them,means, f~ example, that as much a~ we
We use GLr-IS wi~ varying freq~~ ~k Office Systems’ DESQ.
fromvccasionatlytomostofthetin~. Wevie~,itdoezn’tcountasaGLrL$imilarly,

BtightbiE-Robeas’s exciting new Hyptr.
Pad interface didn’t rrake the a’ue-GUl
c~ (De~pim their lack of strict graphical people at Microsoft have been
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nf adopdng a zr’a~Mcai intefface--oper~t- production to a gl-aphtcs standard that has

ing systems themselves t,xke up plenty ot [z-ee..n ~ne first to deliver reasonable GUI
computing reso~arces.) ed up from the abysmal CGA to the tolem-~rfot-m,x’~e_

ble EGA.and now to an acceptable VGA, IBM’s promotion of the stiII-higher-

HELPFTIOMHAFIDWAFIE wehaveg-iadu~llymovedtoorvscreenres-resolution (1.02,1- by 768-pixel) 8514A

Fortuna~ly for GUIs, video ad~pters, d~.s-olution~; that are capable of supportingstandard bin; txit an emphasis on l~r, tphic~

plays, and graphics eopmc~ are an-GUts. ~ widespread adoption of thepefform,x’,ce d-at will continue today’s ad-

proving steadily. ~’l~e days when char~-6,*0- by 480-pixei VGA standard, fosteredvances toward higher re~lution and more
ter-based displays were the noml on PCsby IBM’s inclusion of it without additional colors orr~cre~.m. Although tt~ 85 IaA has

and graphics-cal~al~|e displays tile excep-charge (and ,Mtholit the loss of an extraflaws (flicker. for oriel, it offers a very

tioaamclearlyovcr, expansion s!ot) on Micro Channel-busnearly ideal display environment for

As the ~M video standard has ratchet-PS/2I, has brought economiex of" scale inGUIs.

Graph’~’al user inteaaees, wt’ach pcon~s~ to GU~ share a s~a" strucrare. To see how

~ ~ ~e Pr~n~gon ~, ~ese

Interface

Windowing environment
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At the same ~L~ne. ube PC hxtustry is mb~ able on a wider range of PC power
[~ lying around the 800- by 600-phe! "’Super ac~l help ~y PC make the most of its cora-
l VGA’" ($VGA) staada~, also called timshow why GULs ar~ so hnportam and sopadng power.

VE~A standard after il~ ~ boosters,u~fil]. T’~e cumulative effect of fl~�~
the Video Electmr6�: Standards Ansocia- Help is also on the way in thg forra ofware developments ts to fuel th¢ boom in
tion. Super VOA can be acb~eved on machgraphks coprocex~ from Iatel Corp.,GUIs. For many PC users, gain~g
ofthcinstalledba.~ofmalfiscanningmon-Texas lnstraraeots, and Hitachi. Thefactory GLrf display performance means
itor~ simp;y by replacing the video c~.newestgeaerafionofvideoboardscantakefimply upgrading ~o a new video card. For
Super VGA I~oL~ a lot h.~er ~ regularover management of the screen-redrawlnga~ PC users, it’s likely that your next sys-
VGA, and with two or three wirxlows p~zs~s witbout patting s~lch a toad on thetern will be delivered right out of hh¢ box
openaadprocemsesunderwaycorgxm’ent-CPU. Thus these boards allow faster~t~hera~ghdisplaypowertohandl¢GUIs¯ ly, tlm higher-resolution display begins tographics perf-ormaa~, mak~ GUIs accept-easily.

C~TIqFIOEHTIRL--IBI~r~ 06100’02
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Appendix � - ost2 and Windows Applications

OS12 Presentation Manager

COMPANY NAME PRODUCT AVAIL

BUSINESS,

Comshare, Inc. Commander for OS12 EE

North W~nds Formz

PeopieSoft Inc. Payroll/Personnel System 4Q89

SoftVlew. Inc. SoftView FormSystem 4Q89

SoftVtew. lnc. SoftVlew FormCreator Avail.

SPSS Inc. SPSS Advanced Statistics
SPSS tnc. SPSS Tables. Trends

Tesseract Liberty Avail.

Time Manager Int. TMI Key Results 4Q89

GENERAL ACCOUNTING

Comp. Associates int Inc. ACCPAC Plus

Rice Consultancy Co. General Accounting System

T~mberline SW Corp. Medallion Gold series V2.0 Avail.

TLBo Inc. Solomon I II Accounting Series

Woodstock Cernp Cnstts. Woodstock Accounting Vt.0

N~RK|NG AND,COMMUNICAT1ONS-

3COM 3 + Open LAN Vision Avail.

3COM CS! div. Max~s SNA Gateway
Applied Sys. Technlgs. NEXSYS
Cawthon Software Grp. ChipChat 1.1 Avail.

ConsumerS Software Network Courier

Future Soft £ngtneering DynaComm

Hilgraeve Inc. HyperACCESS-PM

IBM Corp. OfflceVisiord2 Avail.

18M Corp. - 0SI2 EE 1.2 3270 & Async emul 4QSg

1DEAssociates tDEAcomm 5251/OS Avail.

Miramar Beach Sy~ Inc. QutkEase

New Jersey’ Inst. of Tech. Personal TEtES 4089

Novell NetWare
Pathway Design, inc. COAXGATE (5. 20, 40 sessions)
Pathway Design, inc. Netpath SNA-3270

Ungermann-E~ass, Inc. Net/One OS/2 LAN Manager Avail.

Note: No indication tn availability column means t~at the product has been announced as supporting (~S/2
Presentation Manager without a specific date of availability. Some products do not use PM (i.e. tools), but
support the development of PM.

OO~.616
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OS12 Presentation Manager

Applications

COMPANY NAME PRODUCT AVAIL

DATABASE

Answer Software Corp. STRETCH (DBMS) 4Q89

Ashton-Tate dBA$1~

Borland Paradox

Borland Reflex

Blyth Software Omnis 5 4Q89

DataEase ~ntl. Inc, OataEase O5!2 4Q89

DataEase Intl. Inc. DataEase SQL

Gupta Technologies Inc. SQLWindows 1Q90

IBM Corp. OS/2 EE t.2 Query Manager 4(389

Lotus Oevetopm’t Corp. Lotus,’OBMS
Mtcrortm Vanguard 1Q90

Microsoft O + E 1Q90

Novell Btrieve Avail.

Novell Xtrleve
Solutions By" Design, Inc. Designers Visual SQL 4Q89

MISCELLANEOUS_

Alloy Comp Prods INc. ALLOY ResQ 2.0 4Q89

$2 Corp. Wall Street

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Aldus Corp. PageMaker Avail.

Digital Research Inc. GEM DesktopPublisher 1Q90 ~.~
Digital Research Inc. GEM Artline tQgO

IBM Corp. OS/2 Image Support 1Q90 ~
Manhattan Graphics Ready, Set, Gol 4Q89

Xerox Venture IQ90

ZSoft Publisher’s Type Foundry for
PM

D~S~.T. O~ ACCF.SSOI~
Borland Sidekick for PM Avail,
Potarts Software Polaris PackRat 3 Avail.
Sundial Syste~ Corp. NOW 1.1 4QB9
TimeStar Systems TlmeStar Avail.

Note: No Indication in availability column means that the product has been announced as supporting 0S/2
Presentation Manager without a specific date of availability. Some products do not ~se PM (Le. tools), but
support the development of PM.
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De/2 Presentation Manager

Applications

COMPANT NAME PRODUCT AVAIL

Autodesk AutoCAD

Comp. Associates Inc. graphics product

Computer Atded Ping. CAP/2 CAD

Computer Support Corp. Arts & Letters Composer

Computer Support Corp. Arts & Letters Editor

Digital Research Inc. GEM Presentation Team 1Q90

Digital Research lnc GEM Draw Plus 1Q90

Hammertab tnc. ScanOo 4Q89

IBM Corp Pets. Application Sys.V2 2Q90

Logitech Scan Man

META Software Corp. Designl2,0 1H90

Micrografx Designer 4Q89

Mic, rografx Graph Plus

Microgrefx Draw Plus

Number N~ne Comp Crp NNios Developer Toolkit

Three D Graphics Perspective

Zenographics Pixie

ZSolt PC Paintbrush for PM 1Q90
VersaCAD

ANGUAG ENV~ ONMENT/COMPILER

Arlty Corporation Arity/Pro!og Compiler & lntprtr Avail,

Borland Turbo C, Basic, Pascal

Digitalk Inc. Smatltalk V for PM 4Q89

IBM Corp. IBM Ct2 V1.10 Avail,

JPI TopSpeed Module 2 Avail.

Lattice C Compiler Avail.

Logttech Module OS/2 Avail.

mdbs Inc. ObjecU1 Ctld.
Avail.

MlcroFocus Cobol/2 for PM Avail.

MlcroFocus Dialog System

MicroFocus Cobol/2 Workbench

Microsoft Corporation Microsoft MASM, C, Fortran, Avail.
Pascal

Tweedy Associates ADAware 4Q89

Whitewater Actor 4Q89

Note: No ind|ca~tlon in availability column means that the product has been anneunced as supporting OS~’2
Presentation Manager without a specific date of availability. Some products do not use PM (I.e. tools), but
support the development of PM.
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0SI2 Presentation Manager

Applications

COMPANY NAME PRODUCT AVAIL

UTILITIES

Publishing trchnlgs, Inc, PubTech File Organizer for
OS/2

R Company HELP, JAWS

Cyco International AutoManager Avail

PROJECT MANAGEMENT.

Camp. Associates inc. SuperProject Expert/PM

E,~GINEER!NG/$CIENTI FIC

Decision Systems Supt. DSM
EEsof, inc. E-Syn, OmniSys Avail.

Iconnex Corp. Mech Engineering Workbench

META Software CorD. DesignllOEF 4Q89

Structural Msrmnto Sys. STAR series (3 Products)

IN~USTFY SPECIFIC

Camp Aided Ping inc. CAP/2 SALES
Camp Aided Ping Inc. CAP/2 DESIGN
Camp Aided Ping Inc. CAPI2 FM
Computer Catalysts Inc. APEX
Computer Catalysts Inc, CATS
DATAPOL DATAPOL MCIF
Etreby Computer Co. Etreby Pharmacy System
InmarkOev Corp. QUOTCHART
Mayo Cllnfc PC Analyze
Nat. Financial Camp Sys. E~ANCstar
Nevis Technologies NtBAS 4Q89

Noumenon So.rare Inc. PolyNest Grading & Marking
Sys.

RAM Dynamics, inc. Orchestrade series
Renaissance Software The Rialto 4Q89

Scientific SW-]ntercomp INTERPRET/2 Avad.
Scientific SW.-lntercomp TGNET Avail.
Tlmberlina SW Carp. Medallion Gold Property Mngmt 4Q89

SPREADSHEET

Camp. Associates Inc. SuperCalc

Lotus D~elopm’t Corp. Lotus 1-2-3IG :
Microsoft Corporation Excel Avail.

Note: No indication in availability column means that the product has been announced as suppoGJng OSt2
Presentation Manager without a specific date of availability. Some produc~s do not use PM (i,e. tools), but
support the development of PM.
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OS/2 Presentation Manager

Applications

COMPANY NAME PRODUCT AVAIL

WORD PROCES,.~ING AND HYPEyTEX~

Borland Sprint

DeScribe Inc. DeScribe Avail.

Owl International Guide lQ90

WordPerfect WordPerfect 1090

Microsoft Word 2090

Caseworks Case:PM Avail,

DMB Electronics CASDS Avail.

Future Tech Systems Envision V3.0

Graphfcs Software Syst. Graphics Development Toolkit

IBM Corp. EASEL for EE Avail.
OS/2 Tools & Information Avail.IBM Corp.

Intelligent Environments Appl anagerications M Avail.

Interactive Images inc. EASEL Avail

Logitech !no. Mull!Scope Debugger Avail.

META Software Corp, Design,/OA 4Q89

Momentum Software XIPC 4089

Neuron Data NEXPERT OBJECT Avail.

Programming Concepts FM (Field Manager)

SYSCORP IntL, |nc. MtcroSTEPt2 3090

Visua! Software ~nc. vsDesigner, vsSQL Avail.

Xian Corp. WtNPRO/PM Version 2.2 Avail,

Young Software Eng. OS/Tools

Young Software Eng. PMIEdit

Note: No indica~on in availability column means that the product has been announced as supporting OS/2
Presentation Manager without a specific date of availability. Some product~ do not use PM (i.e. toolS), but
support the deve!opment of PM.
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Microsoft Windows

Applications

List as of Spring, 1989

CO~t MUNtCATIONSICONNECTIVITY

Alien Computing Faxit Driver & Faxit Manager
Automated Design Systems, Inc. Windows Workstation Menu
Computer Mai! Services, Inc. MallPlus
Connect. trio. Governer
Connections Telecommunications Connections Telecommunications
Oa Vinci Systems Da Vinci eMAtL
DB/ACCESS, lnc. View/PC
Digital Analysis Corporation ENQUIRE
Distinct Corporation Network Windows & File Ma~nager
Emerald Systems Corporation EMSAVE LAN
Eon Systems. Inc. ProbeView
Ergonomics Software, Ins, ACES (Advanced C. ommuntcations Environment

Supper’t)
Future Soft Engineering, Inc. DynaComm Asynchrot’~ous Edition
Information Technologies, Inc. LinkUp 3270 Coax Workstation Coax Workstation

Plus
Micro Oecisionware PCISQL-link
Micro Tempus Ins. Tempus-Access Windows Interface
MLM WINH19/WtNH19K
Pacific Image Communications Image Processing System
R.D. Software Net Magic
Retix RetixMail
Systems Interface. Ins, TransActor
Tri-Data Systems, Inc. PCNetway 3270
arnlabs Corporation Session for Windows
VG Systems. tnc. VG FFx Fast File Exchange
Windows Connection IBM

ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

Advanced Systems for Power Engineering ASPEN
Data }/O Corporation MESA-I In-Circuit Verifier
Engineered Software, Inc. FLO-SERIES, ORI-FLO, PUMP-FLO r~l~
Mlcroworkshol~, lr~ in-Circuit Development Environment
Modern Computer Aided Engineering Inertia
National Ins’d~rnents N1-.488 MS-DOS Handler
Premise, Inc. DesignVlew
Pritsker Corporation Slamsystem
RFF El~nlcs RFFlow
Structura! Measurement Systems STAR System
Varian Star LC Workstation
OP Software OpAmp Designer & Windows Printer SDK
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"Microsoft Windows

Applications

List as of Spring, 1989

N.~.~E~ RTA !!~l M ENT ,A p p _Li_CA t’tONS

E.F. Dickey & Co., Inc. Windows Backgammon Deluxe

Electronic Music Co,, Inc. EM Arranger

FAMware Family Reunion

Mindscape, Inc. Balance of Power

GENERAL BUSINESS APPLICATION~

Access Softek Dragnet 1.1

Accounting By Design, Inc. Bookkeeping by Design

Affinity Mtcrosystems Ltd. TempolWindows

Blyth Software, Inc. OMNIS Quartz 2.0

Bumblebee Software, Inc. dBFest/Windows

Cleveland Consulting Associates Optimal Scheduler

Current IBM

Facts on File, Inc. Facts On File News Digest CD-~OM

Financial Fea~,ibillties. Inc. CFO Advisor

Gupta Technologies, Inc. SQL Windows

Hands Corporation Hands Project

hDC Computer Corporation hDC Wi ndows Express

IMRS, Inc. Micro Control

K&H Profes~iona, l Management IICSCS (Integrated Cost/Schedule Control System)

LatiCorp, Inc. TEA’~BASE

ManageWare, inc. Compete

Micro Planning tmernat]onal Micro Planner

Microsoft Corporation Microsoft Excel version 2. t

Okna Corporation The DeskTop Set

Open Books, Inc. Qpen Books

Optlgraphics Corporation View Station

Palantlr. Inc. Wln’RmeNetT~ meWlnTextWlndowsSpeli

Strategic Software Pla.nnlng Project OUTLOOK

Teradata Teradata Excel Interface

University of Mirmesota Feasibility Study

VtewStar Corporation VS*Retdeve

Xerox Corporation FormBase
Personal Library Software Personal Librarian

Pioneer Software Q&E
Polaris Software Packtat

Publishing Technologies, Inc. PubTeck Rle Organizer

RAM Dynamics, Inc. Orchestrade, Market Maestro
Conference Manager, EverAlert Graph View

Samna Corporation
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Microsoft Windows

Applications

List as of Spring, 1989

PUBLISH1NGtGRAPHtCS APPLICATIONS

Adobe Systems, !~c. Adobe Illustrator

Advanced Technology Center GRAFPAK-GKS

Ajida Technologies, Inc. Plotview

Aldus Corporation PClPageMaker

Bitslream, Inc. Fontware Installation Kit

Brilliant Image, Inc. Computer Picture Service & Image Screen Shot
Service

Cad!ogle Systems Corporation INSTINCT 2.0

Communication Intelligence Corp. Write-On PageMaker

The Computer Group Typesetter’s Connections

Computer Presentations, Inc. Windows Color’Lab

Computer Support Corporation Arts & Letters Graphics Composer

Core! Systems Corporation Corel Draw ~j
Destiny Technology Page Styler

Dynamic Graphics, Inc. Desk:top Art

Enabling Technologies, Inc. Pro2DIPC Version 1.1
Hammertab Corporation ScanDo

Inforite Corporation EASYL PC

Lasertoots Corporation LaserTORQ

t~echatronix International, Inc. So|tBack

Micrografx, Inc. Micrografx Draw Plus

Ocron, Inc. Readpro

Palantir, tnco WtnScan

Roykore Software, Inc. OPUS

SoftCraft, tm¢. WHSlfonts

The Software Shop, ~nc. KERN-RITE

Springboard Software, Inc. Springboard Publisher

SWFTE international Ltd. Glyphix Font Software

T/Maker Company EPS Illustrations, Scrapbook +, Business Images,
Personal Graphics, Publications, Holiday Images,
Christian Images

TeleVision Labbratories, Inc, TVL Executive & TVL Producer

Xerox Corporation Xerox Presents

Xenographic8, In~ Pixie 1,02

SYSTEM SOFT~A R E~UTI LIT1ES.

Access Development Corporation FormLink
Answer Software Corporation ICD286

Canaan Anatyt~cs Windows Chronometer

Caseworks, lnc. Case:W

Eikon Systems. Inc. Eikon Tools Control Pak

Emerald City Software Lasertalk PC !
Fairpoint Systems Corporation Scriptview

Future Tecl~ Systems, Inc. Envision

Glenco Engineering, inc. Padlock tl & Coupon Oisk

Information Builders, lnc. Level5 Expert System Software

IntettiCorp, Inc. KEE
O0162,3
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Microsoft Windows

Applications

List as of Spring, 1989

Knowledge Garden, Inc. Knowledge Pro
KnowledgeWare, Inc. IEWtCWS
Log~cWo~ks ER win
Mark V Systems Umited Adagen
Mete Systems, Ltd QuickSpec Version 1.0
Neuron Data Nexpert Object
Obiective Systems C&O
Optima, Inc. Design Vision
WaveTeck Corporation WAVE TEST
The Whitewater Group Actor
Wilson WindewWare Command Post and Browser
R Company Hammer and Vise
Romberg & Romberg, Inc. SmartWin
Softbridge Microsystems Bridge Tool Kit
Software Mart. Inc. Media-Mixer
Timenetics. Inc. Application Window Manager

VERTICAL APPLICATIONS

a la mode, Inc. General Property Income
Analysis, The Appraisal Tools, Multi-Family Income Analysis
A-T Financial Information. Inc. Opening Bell
Accounting By Design, In~. Client Write-Up
Active Software Corporation On Trake/The Information Organizer
American Financial Systems, Inc. AFS MlcroSystem
ArrowHead Technologies Downloader 11
Barton Software MK Phonemate Plus
BioScan, Inc. OPT1MAS
Burrell Business Systems Masterpiece
Canberra Industries, Inc. System 100 MultichannelAnalyzer
Clark & Associates. Ltd. EDAAS Automation System
Da Vinci Systems ESP_COMM
Dacts Sottware CAMPS
Data Techniques, lnc~ - Alphastgn
Datametdcs Systems Corporation Viewpoint
Datapac Performance System
Dtgital F/X DF!X 200
Dimensional Concepts Procoder
Dlonex Cmrperat|on Autolon 450
Eastern Language Systems ALKaattb Intetnatlona!
Elan Software Products, lnco VM Operator Workstation
Electrocon International, Inc. Transmission 2000
Electrotek Concepts, inc. PQV1EW, HARMONI. HARMONIZHARMFLO

LOADVIEWo SKYLINE, EMTPOUTo POWERCALC
J&B McElroy & Associates Publishers Business Manager
Karl Suss Ametlca~ IP.¢. SUSS PA 200
Knowledge House Publishing Patient Simulator II
Landis & Gyr Powers Powers System 600 Insight-AT
Lantern Corporation Voyager
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Microsoft Windows

Applications

List as ot Spring, 1989

Maxus Systems International Capri
Microtabs Multitrace System
Electrotek Concepts, Inc. EGRAPHtC
Gaiorath Associates, lnc, SEER-SEM
GeoGraphix, Inc. SeisMap
GEOVtSION, inc. Windows/On the World
Gitson Medic;tl Electronics, Inc. 12 and 714 HPLC System Controller

Software
Honeywell, Inc. OeltaNet Graph)c Central
Net, Inc. Ad~tart. _
Nielsen Marketing Research INF’ACT
OGment Group ServiceStar Plus
Osborne & Paddock, Inc. WtI"KJOWS Banker
Portland Cement Association PCACOL
Prism Associates, Inc. Berthold ImmunoprocessingSystem
Quant Systems Adventures in Statistics
Quantum Consulting COMET, DESIGN2 8= AGEND
Railstar Control Technology Scantrack Vehicle ManagementSystem
Sadtler Research Laboratories Sadtler PC Search Software
Schlumberger Well Services Schlumberger Quick LogAnalysis
Soft Systems WlndowsDent
Soft Systems Engineering, Inc. WHIPS Communicator
Spectral Synthesis, inc. Spectral SynthCARD
Telement America, Inc. DiscoverfRE
Townsend Analytics, Ltd Option Risk Management
Travts OataTrak, lnc, TelePro
Verity Software House Verity Mod/it
Visatex Corporation Cornpusketch
Vtxcom Microsystems. Inc. MedExcel Plus ~1~
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Appendix D - LAN Requester Access to LAN Server Resources

Supporting Information

Any mix of OS/2 Extended Edition Vl.2, V1.1, DOS LAN, or PC LAN Program Vl.3 requesters
may be active on a single OSt2 LAN Server V1.2 (see Figures 1 and 2}.

The following describes lhe IBM requester access of server resources over a LAN. This
description focuses on three specific areas:

¯ Iogon to a domain (a domain is a logically defined server or group server machines
including the resources and definitions of the resources and users controlled by the
servers)

,, admi.nistration of a domain

¯ cross domain access of resources (Le., that are in a domain other than the domain logged
on to by the user)

Supported combinations of Iogon and administration are defined in Figure 1 below. The three
domains addressed are those that consist of IBM PC LAN Program V1.3 (PCLP) Servers, IBM
OS/2 LAN Server V1.0 (LS1.0), and OS12 LAN Server V1.2 (LS1.2). The requesters addressed
are the PCLP Extended Services Requester, the IBM OS/2 Extended Edition V1.1 (EEl.l)
Requester, the IBM OSt2 Extended Edition V1.2 (EEl.2) Requester and the DOS LAN Requester
(DLR). An "X" in the figure indicates lhe stated function (Iogonladmlnistration) that is sup-
ported from the Full Screen Interface. For example, a user can use a PCLP Requester to log on
to a domain consisting of OS/2 LAN Server V1.0 servers and access all domain resources
available to that User ID, but will not be able to perform any administration tasks in that
domain. Note that within a domain, only like server types may be defined.

LAN Server Domains
Requesters Requester Functions PCLP LSI.0 L$1.2

DOS PCLP Domain Logon X X ~,~,
DOS PCLP Domain Administration X

0S/2 EE t.1 Domain Logon X
Domain Administration X

0SI2 EE 1.2 Domain Logon X
Domain Administration X

DOS I_AN Req. Domain Logon X
Domain Administration

Figure I
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Access of all server resources on a LAN can be accomplished through external resources defi-
n|tions, which is a Full Screen ln~erface function, or through the use of API’s, or by using
explicit NET SHARE and NET USE ~ommands. Accessing external resources via external
resources definitions is. defined in Figure 2. Specifically. once a user has togged on to a
domain, accessing resources in another domain is supported through the external resource
definition function. For example, for an EE 1.1 user logged on to an LS1.0 domain requiring
access to resources in an LSt2 domain, the desired resource in the LSt.2 domain must be
shared.

Domain Logged Accessing Resources

Requesters On To: PCLP LSI.0 LS1.2

DOS PCLP ¯ PCLP X X X
LS1.0 X X X

0S12 EE 1.1 LS1.0 X X X

OS12 EE 1.2 LS1.2 X X X

DOS LAN Req. LS1.2 X X X

Figure 2
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Appendix E -- Enhanced-DOS

Most applications running today on PC°s and PS/2’s run under DOS. But we really ought to put
DOS in quotes, because qften the ’DOS" that is used is not really ’plain-vanilla’ DOS. The real
DOS is there all right, but in fact it is often supplemented by a variety of either obvious, or not
so obvious, extensions - giving it much more capability than the original DOS operating
system by itself. These enhancements, together with the original DOS, should be recognized
for what they are: new ’Enhanced-DOS’ operating systems. Some have names many people
immediately recognize, such as Microsoft Windows, DESQview or Carousel, while others are
less familiar, such as A.I. Technologies or 386/Muir!ware.

These Enhanced-DOS environments were created in response to application and user needs.
These needs in turn generated four broad categories of Enhanced~DOS operating system ser-
vices:

1. Larger memory support
2. Multi-application / Multi-tasking
3. Windowing I Graphics
4. Shared-Resource t Multi-User

There are many packages, or ’under-the-covers" application extensions, that provide these ser-
vices. The problem is the tremendous variety and number of these packages, and the fact that
the wide range of techniques they use often cause them to be in conflict with one another. The
following is an attempt to provide a basic conceptual road-map to how these services are pro-
vided, and to contrast them to a degree with the more orderly and architected world of OS/Z

Larger Memory Support

The over-riding problem that Enhanced-DOS packages need to solve is how to provide larger
memory Support -- either to support large individual applications (spreadsheets, graphics
packages, publishing packages, etc.), or to provide enough memory to support other
’Enhanced-DOS’ capabilities (multi-application environments, windowing services, etc.). All
these things strain the basic memory management services provided by ’ptain-vanilla’ DOS
and the original 8088 or 8086 PC hardware,

There are two basic classes of large memory support:

1. Under I Megabyte Overlayed (note: applications normally use only the range between 0 to
640 Kilobytes)

2, Over t Megabyte Non*Overlayed

In the first ’under 1 megabyte overlayed" class are found all Enhanced-DOS memory manage-
ment techniques that support ’normal’ DOS programs. Such programs only have the capability c’~
of addressing up to 1 Megabyte of memory, as tn the original PC. This is a hardware
restriction that ’20 bit data addressing’ of the 8088, 8086, or so called ’Real Mode’ of both the
286 and 386 hardware enforces on these programs. However, such programs may use
standard overlay techniques to effectively gain more memory area, successively bringing in
portions of code or data from disk. Microsoft Windows supports a very sophisticated method for
mbnaging this type of overlayed program. But there are also ’hardware-assisted’ ways to do
this program overlaying much faster.
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¯ Bank-switched Memory Cards - The dominant example is the L1M (LotusJlntel/Microsoft)
EMS {Expanded Memory Standard). Memory Cards, such as Aboveboard These require an
extension to DOS that controls the special memory hardware This extension basically
allows very quick hardware mapping o! biocks or "banks" of memory from |he card so that
they almost instantly ’appear’ in the normal I megabyte address range of the PC (or the
Real Mode address range of a 286 or 386 class machine).

o 286 Extended Memory - While not as fast as Bank Switching, a special XMS DOS extension
(Extended Memory Standard by Lotus/Intel/Microsoii/AST) attows the memory area over t
megabyte addressable by the 286 hardware to be treated as very fast disk. Overlaying is
accomplished by fast memory moves between the over 1 megabyte area and the under 1
megabyte area of the 286 machine memory. There are even packages that emulate the LIM
EMS bank switching, but these are not anywhere near as fast as the L|M EMS specialized
hardware solution, since memory moves are required.

o 386 Virtual Memory - the 386 has hardware features that let it emulate more than one ’DOS
Machine’ at a time, so that each one appears to be operating in it’s own I Megabyte PCo In
reality each ’vtrtual DOS machine’ partition may be anywhere within the large memory area
that the 388 hardware can address. Also, it is possible to emulate L1M EMS memory in this
environment. In this case. though, unlike 286 LIM EMS emulation, no memory moves are
required, so that it is just as fast as ~e origtnal LIM EMS memory cards. The XMS memory
management technique can also be supported on a 386.

The second class of larger memory support utilizes memory hardware features of 286 or 386
class machines to actually execute cede, rather than just emulate fast disk storage. Applica-
tions can be larger than 1 Megabyte and without overlays. The Enhanced-DOS services used
to create such programs are called ’DOS Extanders’. Due to differences tn hardware architec-
tures, these DOS Extenders are quite different for 286 class machines and 386 class machines.
Often they are bundled with single applications so that one is hardly aware that they exist,
except that the shrink-wrapped package says that the application must be run on a 286 or 386
class machines.

Enhanced-DOS packages that provide these services are not commonly known by the user
community. However, application developers of large memory applications tlke IBM’s Inter-
leaf, AutoDesk’s AutoCad, Borland’s Paradox and many other power applications all use one of
the DOS E×tenders provided by companies like Phar-Lap, Rational Systems, or A.I. Architects.
These DOS Extenders are very sophisticated extensions to DOS. They supplement the DOS ~
API or Application Programming Interface extensively. In some cases they use DOS calls, but ~
in many cases they rewrite or replace DOS functions. Thus. these application, while they     ~
appear to run under DOS, are actually using a variety of changed, or entirely new services pro- ~___j
vided by the DOS Extenders, to take advantage of the large memory capabilities of the 286 or ~=m=
388 class machines.                                                                    ~1~

A new standard, originally set up by Phar Lap and QuarterDeck, has now been pretty much 6- ~
adopted by all the companies providing DOS Extenders for 386 class machines. It is called 38
VCP! (Virtual Control Program Interface) and allows the coordination and coexistence of the
variety, of memory techniques the 386 can support. VCPI allows programs written using DOS
Extenders to coexist with programs that use LIM EMS, ;(MS, and Virtual DOS Machines in the
38~ environment. This is particularly useful for Enhanced-DOS environments that provide
multi-application or multi-tasking services.
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Mulii-Application / Multi-Tasking

Multi-application J multi-tasking Er~h~nced-DOS packages can be roughly categorized into the
following four categories.’

t. TSR Pop-Up’s - There are literally hundreds of these packages on the market. TSR means
’Terminate and Stay Resident’, and that is exactly what they do -- sit in memory dormant
until a special key sequence causes them to ’pop-up’ on the screen and be active. These
TSR Pop~Up’s can be invoked at any time, and so can be used to temporarily interrupt an
application to get to the function they provide, When finished, another key sequence puts
you right back where you left off in your interrupted application. TSR Pop-Up’s provide a
wide variety of handy services, such as calendar management, phone lists, memo pads,
editors, DOS "Shells’ and even complex functions like 3-dimensional spread sheets! They
often have sophisticated windowing, seen in Borland’s SideKick, a widely used Pop-Up, and

-m~y sit~il~r~packages- They scmetimes take advantage of the larger memory support
techniques discussed before to reduce their impact on main application memory needs.
People often install multiple TSR Pol~Up’s In their systems, but this can cause conflicts and
system crashes, since each TSR Pop-Up is ’fooling’ DOS by temporarily intercepting some
of it’s functions in order to operate. Since each TSR Pop-Up is "unaware’ of others like it in
the system, they can interfere with each other or the main application.

2. Context Switchers -- These represent a more orderly Implementation of the TSR Pop-Up
concept. Again, the user switches between multiple applications by using special key
sequences. The difference is that ALL applications to be switched are managed centrally

I by the Context Switcher control program, so that one doesn’t get the kind of conflicts that
., arise with TSR Pop-Up’s. In fact, most TSR Pop-Up’s can be run as regular applications

under control of a Context Switcher, along with other ’main line’ applications. For good

¯ performance Context Switchers take advantage of the various ’under I megabyte
; overlayed’ large memory techniques described previously When an application is to be

r switched, its ’context’ -- display buffer, 1/O areas, code, etc. - is frozen and stored
~. (normally within large memory). The application to be activated has Its previously frozen

"context’ restored to the under 1 megabyte memory area of the PC (or real memory area of
-~ a 286 or 386 class machine), and application execution is resumed where it was last inter-
|
~ rupted by the user. Carousel is the probably the most widely known Context Switcher, but
~ recently a package called Headroom has been well rated by PC Magazine.

= 3. Multiple-DOS -- This mlght be considered the first level of true muitt-tasklng, where more
i than one normal DOS application at a time can run ’concurrently’. In the previous multi-

application methods, the user decides which application is to execute, and all others in the
system are "frozen’. With multiple-DOS control programs, several DOS ’partitions’ are set
up. The user switches between these application ’partitions’ just as before, but white
working with one DOS partition, the applications in other DOS partitions continue to run as
long as they don’t need user input to continue. Thus, a spreadsheet might continue a long
recalculation, while the user switches to a word processor to type a memo. When the user

back to the spreadsheet, the recalculation will have made some progress or beswitches
finished. Most Multiple-DOS cont~’ot programs depend on ’Virtual DOS Machine" hardware
features supplied only by 386 class machines, or 286 machines upgraded with hardware
like the ALL ChargeCard to support 386 paged memory functions. Examples of 386
dependent Multiple-DOS programs are PC-MOS/386, VM/386 or Concurrent DOS 386. Also,
more full-function multi-tasking systems like DESQview or Microsott Windows (next cate-
gory below) when running on 386 hardware support multiple-DOS partitions as part of their
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services. In non-386 hardware environments, there are more limitations to multiple-DOS
capabilities, determined mostly by the techniques used to write the DOS applications that
are to be multi-tasked. Packages sbch as DoubteDOS, Microsoft Windows or DESQview in
the 286 environment will run multiple-DOS environments, but wilt truly multi-task only ’well
behaved’ DOS applications, while they context switch more "ill behaved’ DOS applications.

Multi-Tasking - Going beyond ’normal’ DOS application multi-tasking, packages in this
category provide Enhanced-DOS tools to develop full-function multitasking applications.
Such applications employ an ’object oriented" or ’event driven" structure with multiple con-
current cooperating processes to provide superior responsiveness and ease-of-use to end-
users. There are often provisions for both inter-process and inter-application
communications and coordination. An example of inter-application services would be
Microsoft Windows DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) capability, which can be used to build
so-called "hot links’ between applications, as well as other types of application coordi-
nation. Within applications, inter-process ’messaging" tools allow concurrent servicing of
multiple user request~ to a single application program. Typically, these multi-tasking pack-
ages provide sophisticated dynamic memory management tools and the ability to segment
and share code for greater efficiency of memory usage. They also employ one or more of
the larger memory techniques described previously. Multl-tasking techniques used by
these packages range from non-preemptive application-initiated task switching, to full
preemptive time-sliced task switching. The most well known packages in this category
include Microsoft Windows, DESQview and GEM. However, there are also many less well
known packages that are actively sold and fit the basic profile of this category.

Windowing / Graphics

Windowing and Graphlcs support services are implemented or provided in two different appli-
cation environments:

t Standal~ne Application Environment

2. Multi-Application / Multi-Tasking Environment

Tools or do-it-yourself approaches used to implement windowing, graphics, and associated
larger memory support in the first environment may not be compatible with the methods or
restrictions associated with the packages providing these same services in the second environ-
ment.

Examples of pa~:kages in the first environment include some mentioned before like IBM’s Inter-
leaf and AutoDesk’s AutoCad that support both graphics and windowing, and use DOS
Extenders for large memory support. There are also a number of advanced non*graphics win-

dewing packages such as HyperPad.                                                  ~

Packages in the second environment include the preemptive multi-tasking DESQview non-    ~
graphics .windowing system, which will nevertheless allow some graphics applications to run
within its windows. In the graphics category are wtndow, ing systems like Microsoft Windows, ~
only capable of non-preemptive multi-tasking, or Tandy s simpler graphicstwindowtng package~l~
called DeskMate, which uses context switching to manage multiple applications.
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Shared-Resource / Multi-User

Shared-resource and multLuser systems are included in this Enhanced-DOS discussion,
because such Servers enhance the capabilities of the Client DOS systems that they service.
Although ’CllentJServer’ is normally associated with LAN systems, there are a number of other
lower-cost alternatives that suit the needs of some users. Therefore, one can generally cate-
gorize shared-resource or multi-user systems that enhance DOS as failing into one ol the fop
lowing four groups, listed in order o! ascending cost and function.

1. Data Switches - these are approximately $100 per workstation and are generally used.to
connect 8 to 24 systems together via ordtnary phone line (RS-232 for up to 19,200 bps and
sometimes RS-422 for up to 38,400 bps). This relatively low-speed linking allows basic
printer or modem sharing and data file or e-mail exchanges between systems. It is a con-
tention system, so 9nly one connection at a time is running. In a lightly loaded system this
is not necessarily a problem. Some names in this category that have had good reviews
include the full-function NetCommander NC16, and more basic 1082 MainStreet or Alternet.

2. Multi-User DOS - Based on the hardware capabilities of 386 class machines, these
systems allow 4 to 6 low-cost RS-232C monochrome terminals to share the resources of a
single 386 Server, again using low-cost phone line connections. Each diskless terminal
runs one or more DOS monochrome text sessions concurrently. Such a configuration might
cost $1600 to $1900 per node. A more expensive configuration using SunRiver Fiber Optic
Stations allow EGA or VGA monochrome graphics to be handled using fast fiber optic links
to the 386 Server. Some products in this category are 386tMuttiware, VMt386 MultiUser,
PG-MOS Multiuser, Quick ConnectJ388 and Concurrent DOS 386.

3. Low-Cost LANs - These systems normally utilize a ’twisted pair’ LAN to provide a fairly
fast ’data highway’ for resource sharing and communications. In a typical small 6 work-
station configuration their prices are in the $200 to $500 range per node added to the cost of
the workstations themselves. Due to the speed of the LAN several concurrent connections
to Server’3 for disk or printer sharing can be. supported, almost as though they were local
devices to each Client workstation. Servers in these environments are normally DOS
based, and usually are not dedicated, playing a dual role as both Client and Server. Some
products in this category are LANtastic, ELS Netware II, and VlaNet, just to name a few.

4. High-End fANs -- Operating over very high speed LANs, these systems can Support a
much larger number of Clients, since the Servers are typically dedicated systems with
spat.Jet higt~-performance operating s)*stems. Their many sophisticated features for
improved ~urity, performance, reliability, end management is reflected in their higher
price per node. Some names in this category are Novell’s NetWare, Banyan’s VINES, and
3 + Open LAN Manager, IBM’s OSt2 t.AN Manager or OfficeVisiont2 LAN Series provide
advanced services to DOS Client workstations as well as to OSt2 Client workstations.    ~I~
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Summary

As DOS has been enhanced more and more over the years along the tines indicated above, it
has become clear to developers that these ’patchwork’ and often con[’licting extensions to the
DOS AP| and functions are becoming more and more difficult to manage and use. Mysterious
’occurrences’ are the norm, and both developers and users need a more robust, orderly, and
stable platform for continued exploitation of the expanding power of the personal workstation.
0S[2 is the architected solution, with an application programming interface and structure
designed to absorb rapidly increasing function and power in an orderly way over time.
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